Americans Capture 500 Miles of Mediterranean Coast
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American forces, of '2000 Miles of African Coast', today, was reported by the Associated Press. The capture of this important strategic area comes as a surprise to the Allies, who had expected to make only minor gains in the Mediterranean Theater.

Admiral Spruance, who was on hand to receive the surrender of the Axis forces, said that the Allied forces had secured a foothold on the African continent, which is vital to the war effort. He added that the capture of this area would enable the Allies to mount an effective campaign against the Axis forces in the Mediterranean and North Africa.

The capture of this area is a major victory for the Allies, who had been fighting a long and bloody campaign against the Axis forces. The capture of this area is a major step forward in the war effort and will enable the Allies to mount a more effective campaign against the Axis forces in the Mediterranean and North Africa.

TODAY'S CAMPUS

Brennan, EK?

Brennan's name never appeared on the list of the Allied forces who attacked the Axis positions today. Brennan's name was included on the list of Allied forces who attacked the Axis positions earlier in the day, but it was crossed out.

Brennan's name was included on the list of Allied forces who attacked the Axis positions earlier in the day, but it was crossed out. Brennan was reported to be missing in action.

Rumor: That Girls Won't Be Back Is 'Fantastic'

Returning from a ten-day tour of the west coast last night, President John A. Hanlon reported a vicious rumor to the effect that all Michigan State coed courses would be kicked out of school by Jan. 1. To make way for an army camp.

Dean Hanlon, with the help of a Herbert, unpublished rumor by the State News, redrew Hanlon's list of "utterly fantastic." Nothing is certain, and Hanlon is certain that this rumor is not true.

This is a normal situation on a college campus. Dean Hanlon stated that nothing is certain, and that this rumor is not true.

Teen-age Draft Starts Passing House Without Rider

Washington has passed in the House, but a proposal to cut the draft period was defeated today by the Senate. The House passed a bill to reduce the draft period from 12 to 12 months, but this bill was defeated in the Senate.

The compromise, intended to break a dead lock, would still leave in the labor situation for the draft of young men and high school students. It has not been reported from the Senate how this bill will be handled.

Late War Bulletins

WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov. 10 (AP)—A war department official today confirmed the capture of the Axis position in Tunisia. The official said that the capture of this area is a major victory for the Allies, who had been fighting a long and bloody campaign against the Axis forces. The capture of this area is a major step forward in the war effort and will enable the Allies to mount a more effective campaign against the Axis forces in the Mediterranean and North Africa.

Time Table

TODAY 33

Navy club, 7:30 p.m. 111 Old Hall.
Frank Roosevelt, 7:30 p.m. Forestry cafe.
B. S. Chub, 7:30 p.m. College of Agriculture.
Air raid warden, 7:30 p.m. 140 Main.
Psychology club, 7:30 p.m. 181 Union.
Bob B. B. B, 7:30 p.m. Alumni Union.
Student council, 7:30 p.m. Org. room, I, Union.

British Tanks Chasing Nazis Past Tobruk

8th Army trying to crush Rommel before tanks

Casablanca, Nov. 10 (AP)—British and American forces were reported to be advancing on the Axis positions in the Mediterranean Theater today. The official said that the capture of this area is a major victory for the Allies, who had been fighting a long and bloody campaign against the Axis forces. The capture of this area is a major step forward in the war effort and will enable the Allies to mount a more effective campaign against the Axis forces in the Mediterranean and North Africa.

The capture of this area is a major victory for the Allies, who had been fighting a long and bloody campaign against the Axis forces. The capture of this area is a major step forward in the war effort and will enable the Allies to mount a more effective campaign against the Axis forces in the Mediterranean and North Africa.
ALONG THE WINDING CEDAR
By Len Barnes

YESTERDAY we were told that the college would continue even over the immediate holidays. The news of this was well received by all students, because things have already been in the air earlier about the 15th different government agency to be making them.

Several students were seen about the campus in the snow, and they will all be in the air early. Before President Harrington's conversation about Christmas, the Michigan State College in various tens of thousands of students.

In Campus Marilyn

BY LELA SCHMIDT

CAN THIS be fall or does time have no meaning? With all the gold digging away from their own roots and rags, it seems to me that we are the ones who are going to be bed by all those who have been doing without in the past, for they are the ones who are reaping the harvest now. It is time that we are turning out or accepting any dividends.

In the months of late there is a new mood in the homes and families. Some people are visiting, the houses are filled, the coaches are made, and the usual is not going to be able to get away without our help. We have had the old tree with so much freshness as we have been able to get just a year ago. The days of the Navy are here.

The frames of the schedules of the classes are being set up and the public will be able to come in now. They will be able to produce, direct, act, and help with makeup and costumes.

Harold Sessions In Selected Studio Theater President

Harold Sessions, a 1942 elected president of Studio Theater, was attending the Annual Assembly of the State University of Michigan, where he was elected President of the State College of Physical Education. The idea is that in Studio Theater President Sessions will succeed Jack A. Bush, Eng. '43, who held the office for two years.
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PAST ROLE TO EDITOR

To the Editor:

All right, I'm ready in time to take care as student at Michigan. The other thing is that they would feel like winning a game if you are really attending it.

Some people cared, the home for instance, the coaches and the teams who didn't care, but the players had to give up enough to give the team a chance. In order to stay, you have to stay reasonable for your time.

Well—what are you going to do about it? Read this through and then call me a "robustious" and let it go at that—or are you going to really do something about it?

So you wanted to learn something worth while. You wanted to study, you really wanted to fight for all they were working for. Let's take a look at what's happening. Do you want to show the team that we are here?

The cheerleaders had the new, the photography, the press, the reserved and above that sent a message of hope. You hear: "Cry because there were no new, yelling, and you wouldn't take the time to come out to learn them. The team had the spirit but nobody had to back them up. When they were winning you yelled out of joy, you can't imagine how much fun it was to be a part of something?

We did not want to lose and we did. It should be a lesson to everyone, so let's get the returns close together. We have won, so we are happy. If you cry, you lose, and this is the only way you can win. The rest of the game really is our own personal. We are the best team in the country.

Sesstone succeeds Jack A. Bush, Eng. '43, who held the office for two years.

Alma Yields Vacation

Alma, Nov. 10 (AP)—Alma college students have voted to extend their Thanksgiving vacation this year, with two days alloted to their Christmas leave.

Roosevelt Sees Ruge Army

Washington, Nov. 10 (AP)—Roosevelt has extended his vacation today that the fabled forces of the United States Army were at the end of the road.

He is the 15th different government agency to be making them.

A total of 3500,000 men were fighting for our country. Last year's edition of this was with Betty Crum. This year's edition was with Betty Crum.
Good-bye, now —
I'll tell you all about it when I see you.

This co-ed is helping to win the war by keeping her calls brief.

There's no room for long social conversations on telephone lines today. The wires have a more important duty to perform; they must carry an increasing load of vital military and war industry calls. And it's impossible to expand the telephone system substantially because necessary materials must go into fighting equipment instead.

By keeping all your telephone conversations brief, by looking up local numbers in the telephone directory instead of calling Information; and by using long distance only when your call is most urgent, you will be helping to keep the lines clear for Victory.

—  MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY
Yanks Troops, Naval Units Attack Key Moroccan Gibraltar

This Associated Press photo shows the harbor of Casablanca, the chief city of Morocco, situated on the Atlantic coast, which is now being attacked by an all-out naval and air assault. Great warships and dirigibles saw the attack at Casablanca, near Tangier, Morocco, yesterday. The attack is one of the most spectacular operations of the war. The naval force consisted of 10 battleships and 7 destroyers, while the dirigibles included 9. The attack was made under the command of Adm. William D. Leahy, who was in charge of the entire operation. The attack was carried out in accordance with orders from the War Department, and is expected to be followed by further attacks on other locations in the area. The attack is in response to the continued occupation of Morocco by German forces, who have refused to withdraw. The attack is expected to be successful, and is designed to demonstrate the power of the United States Navy and Air Force in the Mediterranean area.

PETAIN AND DARLAN

(Continued from Page 1)

In Vichy circles there is no lack of criticism of Darlan's behavior. Darlan turned the North African affair into a personal matter, and used it to achieve a long-desired promotion. He is now the leader of the Vichy government, but his influence is declining. The Vichy government is becoming increasingly isolated, and the French people are beginning to lose confidence in it. The situation is becoming critical, and there is a great need for a strong, vigorous government to guide the country. The Vichy government is not meeting this need, and the French people are becoming increasingly restless. The situation is becoming critical, and there is a great need for a strong, vigorous government to guide the country. The Vichy government is not meeting this need, and the French people are becoming increasingly restless. The situation is becoming critical, and there is a great need for a strong, vigorous government to guide the country.